
FX 35 DARKPOINT – a slim, minimalist 
linear luminaire. The DARKPOINT 
optics eliminate glare – UGR <10. The 
optical system consists of an inner 
facetted reflector and an outer black 
element, ensuring maximum visual 
comfort. The sides of the profile are 
smooth, without any recesses, and the 
cover is made of die-cast aluminum, 
without any visible screws. The CLICK 
system ensures the quick replacement 
of the LED-modules located in 
the inner aluminum profile, which 
simultaneously acts as a reflector. 
Easy access to the power supply from 
the bottom of the luminaire. Smooth 
adjustment of the wire suspension 
spacing. The luminaire can be 
connected in lines and structures and 
its dimensions can be adjusted to suit 
the requirements of any project.

www.essystem.pl

Luminaire type linear system
Mounting type pendant
Mounting location ceilings
Luminous flux 800 - 3300 lm
Luminous efficacy up to 80 lm/W
Color temperature 3000K, 4000K
General color rendering index CRI >80, >90
Rated average LED lifetime L80B50: 100,000 h 

L90B50: 50,000 h
MacAdam ellipse SDCM<3
Photobiological risk group 0
Light direction direct
Light angle 32°, 48°
Light distribution geometry symmetrical

Unified glare rating UGR 10

Rated power supply voltage 230V AC
Power 10-40W
Lighting control ON/OFF, DALI

Ingress protection rating IP20

Protection class I
Optics a metalized facetted plastic reflector - 

DARKPOINT
Housing material aluminum profile
Luminaire color anodized, aluminum, white, black

Luminaire shape rectangular

Dimensions 970x36x65 mm
Weight 1 kg
Energy efficiency class A+

Certificates declaration of conformity

Continuous lines of light yes
Tailored lengths and configurations yes
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ES-SYSTEM S.A. LED EDISON 2835HE + ODBŁYŚNIK 48st / Krzywa rozsyłu światła 
(biegunowo)

Oprawa: ES-SYSTEM S.A. LED EDISON 2835HE + ODBŁYŚNIK 48st
Lampy: 1 x LED
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